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An introduction to Education for 
Sustainability 



Education for Sustainability is about equipping you 
with the knowledge, skills, and attributes to enable you 
to become an engaged and responsible citizen, now and in 
the future 



Knowledge 

Sustainability or Sustainable Development is a broad topic which 
connects the environment, society and the economy.

It is impossible to define ‘knowledge for sustainability’ as we 
don’t know what tomorrow’s problems will be, or what 
knowledge we will need in order to solve these problems. But 
there are some key re-occurring themes which can be used to 
help show how interconnected everything is. 

The Sustainable Development Goals are one example of this. 





Skills

Skills for sustainability are also defined as good employability 
skills, these include: 

•critical thinking skills
•systems thinking
•creative problem solving 
•futures thinking 
•collaborative decision making 
•Socially critical thinking skills 

*A longer list of sustainability skills can be found on the EfS website 



Attributes/values

UNESCO defines key Education for Sustainability values as: 

•respect for the dignity and human rights of people 
throughout the world, and a commitment to social 
and economic justice for all

•respect for the human rights of future generations 
and commitment to intergenerational responsibility

•respect and care for the greater community of life 
in all its diversity, which involves the protection and 
restoration of the Earth's ecosystems

•respect for cultural diversity and a commitment to 
build locally and globally a culture of tolerance, 
non-violence and peace



EfS at Anglia Ruskin? 

For the last six years, NUS’ surveying of students has consistently shown that 
c85% of students have either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement 
‘Sustainable development is something which Universities should actively 
incorporate and promote’ 

(base c15k students). NUS HEA survey results can be found here: 
www.heacademy.ac.uk/node/10189

Since 2014, sustainability has been included in our academic regulations 
meaning it must be embedded in all courses on offer at the University 

http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/node/10189


Take part in our Dissertation prize! 



Thanks for listening! 

Come and visit us in COS009 to find out more or email 
Victoria.tait@anglia.ac.uk


